
To Whom It May Concern:  
 
This letter is my personal recommendation for Dannon Lucia. Dannon has been a 
Production Assistant for me for various Creative Entertainment projects throughout 
2014-2015 and on-going projects into 2016.  I found her to be consistently pleasant, 
hardworking and she tackles all assignments with dedication and positivity.  
 
Besides being a joy to work with, Dannon is a take-charge person who is able to present 
creative ideas and communicate the benefits. She has successfully developed, installed 
and over seen several new productions for the company. Dannon has a great partnership 
with the local teams, the designers, the vendors and with the production team.  Dannon’s 
knowledge of the production process and her working knowledge of our production and 
Microsoft systems make her a great asset to the team. While working on the production, I 
often rely on Dannon to partner with the teams ensure that meetings and deadlines are 
documented and timely.   Her knowledge, creativity, resourcefulness, and ability to see a 
project through really make her a great asset to the team and the show a success.   The 
install of the new shows is a direct result of the hard work, knowledge and dedication 
implemented by Dannon.  
 
Though she is an asset to our team, Dannon is also extraordinarily helpful in other areas 
of the company. In addition to being a strong Production Assistant, Dannon assumes a 
leadership role in the company by inspiring and motivating other employees and her 
fellow peers.   In many instances, I have witnessed Dannon educating her peers on the 
new systems and she provides tips and tricks. 

Dannon is also a great asset to the surrounding community.  She has been very successful 
creating a nonprofit theatre company where she utilizes her Production Assistant skills 
but also puts on her producing/directing hat.  She has a huge passion for the theatre and 
bringing not only traditional stories to life but also ones that she has written.  She is a true 
inspiration to others. 

Sincerely~
Tiffany N. Thetard
Walt Disney World 
Creative Entertainment – Production Manager
AEA Stage Manager
 

 


